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5G Indoor Router 
The FG2000 is a blazing fast, next-gen fixed wireless 5G 
indoor router that supports up to 128 simultaneous Wi-Fi 
users/connections with high-performance antennas.

Extended range 5G outdoor CPE for 
rural & suburban areas 
The FW2000 provides a next-gen fixed wireless access 
solution using high-gain directional antennas to maximize 
5G and 4G LTE data speeds in rural and suburban areas.

Flexible Wireline Alternatives 
Inseego's BPC100 and T2050 provide convenient , reliable, 
plug-and-play Voice over LTE (VoLTE) phone service. 

High-speed 5G urban network 
range extender  
The FW2010 connects you to ultra-fast millimeter-wave 
networks, providing a high-performance solution for dense, 
urban areas.  

Fixed Wireless Access
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Next-gen fixed wireless for rural areas and cord cutters
Today's fixed wireless networks have come of age, with the ability to deliver high-speed internet access 
almost anywhere — whether you live in a rural community, run a small business or simply want a better 
alternative to traditional cable/wireline for your home. Thanks to advances in 4G LTE and the introduction of 
blazing-fast 5G networks, fixed wireless networks now deliver comparable or better download and upload 
speeds than cable and satellite providers. Inseego’s innovative fixed wireless access portfolio includes a wide 
range of options so you can choose the solution that's best for your needs and location.   



Home 
• High-speed broadband service

• Distance learning

• Work from home

• High-speed gaming

• Farm and agricultural operations

Business 
• High-speed broadband service

• Internet failover

• Retail store connections

• Multi-carrier private networks

• Temporary location phone and Internet
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Setup Support
The intuitive Inseego Connect mobile app provides step-by-step instructions for both consumers and 
professional installers to find the best location/orientation to optimize signal strength and 
performance.

Fixed wireless 5G WAN adapter for enterprise and 
private networks
The S2000e provides an easy way to add a high-throughput, ultra-low latency fixed wireless connection 
to any enterprise or business routing solution, or to connect any remote endpoint.  

How can Inseego fixed wireless solutions help you?
Here are some of the use cases that Inseego will support:

• Cost-effective, secure, reliable and fast cellular connections
• Easy monitoring and management
• Strong radio-frequency performance providing better indoor reception
• Flexible installation options

Keeping you at the forefront of network innovations
The days of limited phone and internet connection options are coming to an end. Inseego is working to 
ensure you have fast, secure, easy-to-use devices (designed and developed in the USA) that support rapidly 
evolving 4G LTE and 5G wireless networks. We were not only one of the first to develop and offer 5G-based 
products, but also one of the first to launch these products on commercial 5G networks. We work closely with 
Qualcomm and major infrastructure providers and others to develop cutting-edge 5G solutions that 
transform what’s possible with fixed wireless access. 

Discover more about how Inseego fixed wireless solutions can help you cut the cord and move into the 
future of faster, more flexible connectivity. Visit inseego.com to learn more.




